THE “MASTER” NUT CRACKER
The all new nut cracker, designed and manufactured under the spreading chestnut tree
by a nut grower. Modular design allows all parts of one cracker to be inter-changed
with others and stock individual replacement parts in case a part should wear out or
be broken. Made of aluminum and steel with a wood base of walnut, oak, cherry, or
other hardwood, under normal home type hobbyist use should last a life time if given
a minimum of care. Oil the moving parts each year and keep away from excessive
moisture should be all that is required. If you are going to crack several hundred
pounds of the more difficult to crack nuts, hickory or black walnuts each year, then
the top gear as now designed will start showing wear. This has been compensated for
by the design that allows reversing the gear to take advantage of unused teeth on the
opposite end.
The “MASTER” nut cracker will crack any nut. The cracker is supplied with the all—
purpose anvil especially designed for cracking Black Walnuts. If you intend to only
crack one type of nut, such as pecan, an anvil is available. You can also order
these as a set in addition to the all—purpose anvils. To substitute one set for
another simply requires unscrewing the two anvils from the threaded rod and insert.
The “MASTER” nut cracker is guaranteed for a period of one year from date of purchase
against all defects and breakage, common sense use, and no questions asked return
privilege for 15 days after receipt, shipping charges paid by buyer.
I believe this nut cracker to be the best hand nut cracker available anywhere at any
price. To challenge this statement I invite any manufacturer or individual with
another such cracker to a nut cracking contest. Rules and details to be formulated
by an impartial panel. This is not a perfect machine and no such claims are made,
you will not obtain, whole, halves or even perfect quarters from every nut you crack
as some manufacturers claim. Improvements will continue to be made and should these
improvements not be interchangeable with your cracker and you desire the improvement
a generous trade in allowance will be made for your old cracker.
At the present time production capacity is very limited as I perform all the
individual manufacturing steps except pouring the castings. If the demand is
sufficient, many of these functions will be contracted out, but the intent is that
the final assembly will be done in my basement workshop.
The current and anticipated retail price is $60.00 plus tax and shipping.

Sincerely:

Tel: 417—548—7428

Gerald Gardner
State Highway 37 – West 5365
Sarcoxie, Missouri 64862

